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Abstract – Video stabilization is a video processing method to 

revaluate the quality of full length video by getting rid of the 

unwanted camera motions. There are diverse process used for 

stabilizing the captured motion frames. Most of the present 

techniques both are very complexed or does not carry out 

properly for clean movement of handheld camera motion 

pictures. Hence it's miles presented to synthesis a new stabilized 

video, by means of removing the unwanted movement between the 

consecutive frames of the hand-held cell-phone video. Various 2-

D and 3-D  movement estimation models used for the movement 

estimation and video stabilization. Motion estimation (ME) is one 

among the leading computational intensive action  in video 

stabilization. Efficient motion estimation minimize the energy 

within the motion-compensated leftover frame and can 

dramatically ameliorate stabilization performance. In this paper  

survey of motion estimation  mainly block matching motion 

estimation  between the consecutive frames is executed. This 

paper also differentiate the existing block matching methods and 

gives their disadvantages. The applications of each block 

matching algorithm are also discussed. The block matching is the 

productive strategy for adjustment. In this process, every video 

outline gets divided into macro block. Block matching motion 

estimation based method has very simple calculations, good anti-

noise capacity, high stability for video stabilization.  The contrast  

is performed between the Exhaustive search (ES), Four Step 

Search (4SS), Diamond Search (DS), Modified Diamond Search 

(MDS), Fast Diamond Search (FDS) and Orthogonal-Diamond 

Search (ODS). Three Step Search (TSS), New Three Step Search 

(NTSS). 

Index Terms – Block matching motion estimation, DS, ES, NTSS, 

TSS, 4SS. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The concept behind video stabilization based on movement 

estimation is to keep quantity of bits required for encoding the 

video. The purpose for doing movement estimation is to reduce 

the power and bandwidth requirement for transmission of films 

over Wi-Fi medium. Hence, this area has seen the highest 

studies hobby inside the past two decades [1]. In videos, 

adjustments between the frames are mainly due to the 

movement of items inside the frames. Using a version for the 

motion of gadgets between the frames, the working of video 

encoder is to estimate the motion that happened among the 

reference frame and the current frame. This procedure is 

termed as motion estimation (ME) [2]. The encoder then makes 

use of this motion model and the statistics to move the contents 

of the reference body to generate a better prediction for the 

current body. This process is referred to as motion 

reimbursement (MC), and the prediction this is produced by 

way of its miles referred to as the movement-compensated 

prediction (MCP) or the displaced-frame (DF) [3]. Several 

algorithms are evolved for motion estimation via absolutely 

distinctive researchers. Usually, 2 varieties are basically noted 

inside the seek styles of motion estimation. They are: 1) pixel 

primarily based motion estimation 2) Block based motion 

estimation. However block-based movement estimation is 

regularly maximum famous because of its simplicity and top 

compromise among prediction best and movement 

computations [4]. 

A. BLOCK MATCHING TECHNIQUE 

Block based totally motion estimation is broadly utilized in 

video stabilization for exploiting video temporal redundancy. 

Nonetheless, dashing up of the technique is a primary 

constraint. Therefore, massive number of fast block matching 

algorithms (BMAs) has been expected for motion estimation 

by means of limiting the quantity of seeks locations. 

Additionally, simplifying the measure of healthy between two 

blocks under comparison is likewise feasible [5]. In a very 

ordinary block matching rule, every frame is break up into 

blocks, every of that includes luminance and chrominance 

blocks. Usually, for coding performance, movement estimation 

is achieved totally on the luminance block. Every luminance 

block within the gift body is matched towards candidate blocks 

in a seek area at the reference frame. These candidate blocks 

are clearly the displaced versions of authentic block. The only 

candidate block is determined and its displacement (motion 

vector) is recorded. In a completely common inter body coder; 

the enter frame is subtracted from the prediction of the 

reference body. Consequently the movement vector and 

therefore the ensuing error can be transmitted in preference to 

the original luminance consequently inter body redundancy is 

eliminated and statistics stabilization is carried out. At receiver 

stop, the decoder builds the body distinction sign from received 
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statistics and provides it to their constructed reference frames 

[6]. The famous complete search (FS) [8] is the most effective, 

but the fundamental computation intensive algorithm. There 

are several computational powerful block motion estimation 

algorithms which might be proposed in the literature but with 

trade-off between the set of rules accuracy and set of rules 

velocity. Three common matching criteria [9] used for block-

based totally movement estimation are as follows- 

 Mean of squared mistakes (MSE) 

 Sum of absolute distinction (SAD) 

 Matching pixel count number (MPC) 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 does the literature 

survey of diverse block matching motion estimation strategies. 

Section 3 compares the reviewed algorithms. 

Video stabilization system is motion correction where 

estimated global motion is filtered to remove unwanted camera 

movements such that the desired camera motion remains intact. 

Several techniques have been proposed to smooth the estimated 

global motion. Although these methods can fulfill efficient 

smoothness, sometimes they may have a degrading affect on 

the intentional motion because of inaccurate tuning of the free 

parameters of the methods.  The block matching algorithm 

(BMA) was commonly used for camera motion estimation of 

initial DIS algorithms. However, typical BMAs are so 

vulnerable to occlusion or a flat region that they can often 

provide erroneous motion information in those areas. The 

development of video stabilization can be traced back to the 

work of who performed the profile matching and sub-sampling 

to produce a low resolution video stream in real time. Video 

stabilization an approach to feature tracking based on optical 

flow, calculating on a fixed grid of points in the video. 

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The large literature amassed associated with the video 

stabilization device using block based motion estimation 

strategies is seriously reviewed and given all through this 

segment. The concept regarding completely extraordinary 

techniques to be had for video stabilization is mentioned in The 

large literature amassed associated with the video stabilization 

device using block based motion estimation strategies is 

seriously reviewed and given all through this segment. The 

concept regarding completely extraordinary techniques to be 

had for video stabilization is mentioned in below. 

J. Yu, et.al. [1] This study proposes a novel digital video 

stabilization scheme based on modeling of motion imaging 

(MI). The modeling of MI eliminates the speed motion as a 

result of a moving car, which is ignored in other models such 

as rotation + translation model, and estimates movement 

parameters of the background in video sequences captured 

from cameras mounted on moving cars. The authors first 

analyze the MI to understand the principle of the effects of car 

motion on MI, and select the matching method according to the 

proposed model. 

T. Nou-Shene, et.al. [2] Autonomous vehicles engaged in 

terrain exploration are typically equipped with a camera. The 

camera is subjected to vibration as the vehicle moves so that 

the videos captured require stabilization to facilitate accurate 

interpretation by remote operators. Dedicated architectures for 

video stabilization that offer high performance while 

consuming low area and power are desirable for this 

application. This study presents pipelined very large-scale 

integration architecture. It is based on exploiting the 

reparability property of the two-dimensional (2-D) Sobel 

matrix and the 2-D Gaussian filtering matrix to obtain efficient 

corner point detection architecture.   

J. Lim, et.al. [3] This paper proposed video stabilization 

techniques using undesired motion detection and alpha-

trimming mean filter. The proposed method consists of 

detecting undesired motions step and filtering the undesired 

motions step. The limitation on undesired motions is defined, 

using the local motion information. The alpha-trimming mean 

filter's alpha is controlled based on this limitation, so that 

regenerated video is controlled. The experimental results 

proved that the superior performance of the proposed 

algorithm. 

G. Spampinato, et.al. [4] The present paper describes a low-

cost algorithm for video stabilization. Like other feature based 

algorithms, it is robust to motion blur, noise and illumination 

changes. Moreover, maintaining real time processing, it is not 

negatively affected by moving objects in the scene, works fine 

even in conditions of low details in the background and it is 

robust to scene changes. 

A. R. Bruna, et.al. [5] Traffic videos are often recorded by 

vehicle-mounted cameras. Compared with videos recorded by 

handheld cameras, traffic videos suffer from more challenges, 

such as higher frequency and more violent jitters, dynamic 

scenes, large moving objects and parallax, which can result in 

significant visual quality degradation. To address these 

challenges for traffic videos, we propose a special stabilization 

method. The key aspect of our method is a feedback strategy 

that divides the extracted feature trajectories into background 

trajectories and foreground trajectories by feeding back the 

previous trajectory classification results. 

Q. Ling; et.al. [6] In this paper, Author extend image stitching 

to video stitching for videos that are captured for the same 

scene simultaneously by multiple moving cameras. In practice, 

videos captured under this circumstance often appear shaky. 

Directly applying image stitching methods for shaking videos 

often suffers from strong spatial and temporal artifacts. To 

solve this problem, we propose a unified framework in which 

video stitching and stabilization are performed jointly. 
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Specifically, our system takes several overlapping videos as 

inputs. We estimate both inter motions (between different 

videos) and intra motions (between neighboring frames within 

a video).  

H. Guo, et.al. [7] Offline or deferred solutions are frequently 

employed for high quality and reliable results in current video 

stabilization. However, neither of these solutions can be used 

for strict real-time applications. In this paper, we propose a 

practical and robust algorithm for real-time video stabilization. 

To achieve this, a novel and efficient motion model based on 

inter-frame homographs estimation is proposed to represent the 

video motion. An important feature of the proposed motion 

model is that it updates at each frame input to reduce the 

accumulation errors caused by parallax or scene changes. We 

also propose a novel Kalman filter for the motion smoothing 

and a unique mosaic algorithm for the video completion. 

J. Dong; et.al. [8] Video stabilization improves video quality 

by removing undesirable jitter. This paper proposes a new 

approach for video stabilization. We directly smooth the local 

trajectory matrix, obtained by complete trajectories, and every 

frame is smoothed in a separate local trajectory matrix, which 

is suitable for modeling the nonlinear video stream, and more 

effective than conventional methods based on feature 

trajectories. In addition, the coarse to fine outlier detection 

technology is applied to guarantee that the inlier feature points 

belong to background scenes.  

X. Ma, et.al [9] Video stabilization is an essential component 

on unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) with the ability to provide 

a steady perspective for aerial surveillance. Traditional UAS 

video stabilization methods compensate each frame by 

utilizing affine model and taking every jitter as a global 

transformation, which is generally effective when UAS loads 

CCD sensor camera and UAS flies high enough to assume that 

the whole picture is in a same plane. However, if these two 

conditions are not fulfilled, traditional methods may suffer 

constant wobble and artifact. In order to stabilize UAS 

surveillance videos in more general cases, spatial and temporal 

context should be incorporated. In this paper, we present a 

robust method for UAS video stabilization adaptive to various 

scenarios. 

S. Liu; et.al. [10] Near-range videos contain objects that are 

close to the camera. These videos often contain discontinuous 

depth variation (DDV), which is the main challenge to the 

existing video stabilization methods. Traditionally, 2D 

methods are robust to various camera motions (e.g., quick 

rotation and zooming) under scenes with continuous depth 

variation (CDV). However, in presence of DDV, they often 

generate wobbled results due to the limited ability of their 2D 

motion models. Alternatively, 3D methods are more robust in 

handling near-range videos. We show that, by compensating 

rotational motions and ignoring translational motions, near-

range videos can be successfully stabilized by 3D methods 

without sacrificing the stability too much. 

J. Ratnottar, et.al. [11] A video sequence consists of a series of 

frames. In order to compress the video for efficient storage and 

transmission, the temporal redundancy among adjacent frames 

must be exploited. A frame is selected as reference frame and 

subsequent frames are predicted from the reference frame using 

a technique known as motion estimation. Real videos contain a 

mixture of motions with slow and fast contents. Among block 

matching motion estimation algorithms, the full search 

algorithm is known for its superiority in the performance over 

other matching techniques. However, this method is 

computationally very extensive. No fixed fast block matching 

algorithm can efficiently remove temporal redundancy of video 

sequences with wide motion contents. 

Y. S. Wang, et.al. [12] Camera global motion estimation is 

critical to the success of video stabilization. This paper presents 

an effective and robust feature based motion estimation 

method. In the proposed approach, feature points are collected 

from input video sequences based on Speeded Up Robust 

Features (SURF). Random Samples Consensus (RANSAC) is 

used to remove local motion vectors and incorrect 

correspondences. In the global motion estimation, a particle 

filter is used to estimate the weight of feature points, solving 

the issue of Different Depth of Field (DDOF) for feature points. 

M. He, et.al. [13] Properly handling parallax is important for 

video stabilization. Existing methods that achieve the aim 

require either 3D reconstruction or long feature trajectories to 

enforce the subspace or popular geometry constraints. In this 

paper, we present a robust and efficient technique that works 

on general videos. It achieves high-quality camera motion on 

videos where 3D reconstruction is difficult or long feature 

trajectories are not available. 

A. Rezaei, et.al. [14] The algorithm based on SIFT feature 

matching and Kalman filter has been used for digital video 

stabilization, it is efficient in many applications. However, 

video obtained by the method is still not stable. An improved 

scheme in motion filtering is proposed in this paper. 

M. Vafadoost, et.al. [15] Pose and gesture tracking is a 

sensitive procedure in different computer vision applications. 

One of the problems concerning sign language recognition is 

that the 3-D trajectory and the orientation could not be carefully 

detected. This paper analyses the aforementioned problem 

from a sequence of stereo images. 

G. Zhang, et.al. [16] Not all measured features in SLAM/SfM 

contribute to accurate localization during the estimation 

process, thus it is sensible to utilize only those that do. This 

paper describes a method for selecting a subset of features that 

are of high utility for localization in the SLAM/SfM estimation 

process. 
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A. Hackl, et.al. [17] Many real world optimization problems 

have to be treated as multi-objective optimization problems. 

The Firefly Algorithm (FFA), a stochastic optimization method 

mimics the behavior of fireflies, which use a kind of flashing 

light to communicate with other members of their species. FFA 

is implicitly able to detect good local solutions on its way to 

the best solution. This disposition is successfully boosted by 

identifying clusters of fireflies which gather around promising 

local solutions. 

3. CONCLUSION 

After review procedure it has been discovered that DS 

algorithm gives overall performance toward the ES set of rules 

at minimum quantity of search factors. Also the one of kind 

editions of DS algorithms are also giving accurate results at an 

appropriate degradation in picture fine. Hence the rate of those 

block primarily based movement estimation algorithms can be 

stepped forward by using reducing range of search conclusion 

after review procedure it has been discovered that DS algorithm 

offers overall performance closer to the ES algorithm at 

minimal range of search factors. Also the one of kind variations 

of DS algorithms are also giving suitable outcomes at an 

acceptable degradation in photograph first-rate. Hence the rate 

of those block based motion estimation algorithms can be 

advanced with the aid of decreasing variety of search results 

After assessment manner it's been found that DS algorithm 

gives overall performance closer to the ES set of rules at 

minimal wide variety of search factors. Also the special 

versions of DS algorithms also are giving exact effects at a 

suitable degradation in image best. Hence the velocity of these 

block primarily based motion estimation algorithms can be 

improved by decreasing quantity of seek point and by way of 

the usage of early termination procedure. 
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Techniques  Author & 

Reference  

Year  Performance  Advantages  Limitations  

Modeling of 

motion imaging 

(MI). 

J. Yu, K. 

Xiang,X. 

Wang, S. 

Cao and 

Y.Zhang,  

[1] 

2016 

 

2016 

Performance on Improve the quality of the 

system model. 

Provide better performance of 

the system as compared to 

other models. 

Less mobility 

management. 

The two-

dimensional (2-

D) Sobel matrix 

and the 2-D 

Gaussian 

filtering matrix 

T. Nou-

Shene, V. 

Pudi, K. 

Sridhar an, 

V. Thomas 

and J. Arthi, 

[2] 

2015 Performance on facilitate accurate 

interpretation by remote operator. 

Offers’ high performance 

for the system 

It consumes  area, and 

power 

Video 

stabilization 

techniques 

J. Lim and 

M. C. Hong 

[3]  

2016 Review on video stabilization techniques using 

undesired motion detection and alpha-

trimming mean filter. 

Superior  performance  

 

limitation on undesired 

motions 

 A low-cost 

algorithm for 

video 

stabilization 

G. 

Spampinato

, A. R. 

Bruna, I. 

Guarneri 

and V. 

Tomaselli 

[4] 

2016 Advanced feature based digital video 

stabilization. 

High suitability  for network Non-suitability for 

network. 

A special 

stabilization 

method.  

  G. 

Spampinato, 

A. R. 

Bruna, I. 

Guarneri 

and V. 

Tomaselli 

[5] 

2014 Advanced feature based digital video 

stabilization. 

 Gives good performance 
like others. 

Suffer from more 

challenges, such as 

higher frequency and 

more violent jitters, 

dynamic scenes, large 

moving objects 

Feedback-Based 

Robust Video 

Stabilization 

Method 

Q. Ling; S. 

Deng; F. Li; 

Q. Huang; 

X. Li,  [6] 

2012 A Feedback-Based Robust Video Stabilization 

Method for Traffic Videos. 

Minimization of overall 
network cost.   

 

Less mobility  

  Joint Video 

Stitching and 

Stabilization 

method 

  H. Guo, S. 

Liu, T. He, 

S. Zhu, B. 

Zeng and 

M. 

Gabbouj, 

[7] 

2016 Joint Video Stitching and Stabilization From 

Moving Cameras. 

Less power consumption and 

loss. 

it is single objective 

The smooth  

local trajectory 

matrix 

J. Dong; H. 

Liu, [8] 

2016 Video Stabilization for Strict Real-time 

Applications. 

Improves video quality by 

removing undesirable jitter. 

Less mobility of 

management. 

The robust mesh 

transformation 

  Z. Zhao 

and X. Ma, 

[9] 

2013 Video stabilization based on local trajectories 

and robust mesh transformation. 

Better security   

Less computation 

It required multiple 

grids transformation to 

eliminate uneven jitter, 
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Table 1 Comparison of Survey 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Hybrid 

Approach for 

Near-Range 

Video 

Stabilization. 

  S. Liu; B. 

Xu; C. 

Deng; S. 

Zhu; B. 

Zeng; M. 

Gabbouj, 

[10] 

2016 A Hybrid Approach for Near-Range Video 

Stabilization. 

Accurate prediction of data. Quantitative parameters  

computation to be 

required.    

The Fast Block 

Matching 

Algorithms 

   J. 

Ratnottar, 

R. Joshi and 

M. 

Shrivastav, 

[11] 

2012 Review towards the Fast Block Matching 

Algorithms for Video Motion Estimation. 

Secure information sharing. More expensive to 

implement. 

Spatially and 

Temporally 

Optimized 

Video 

Stabilization 

 

 Y. S. 

Wang, F. 

Liu, P. S. 

Hsu and T. 

Y. Lee,  

[12] 

2013 Spatially and Temporally Optimized Video 

Stabilization. 

Less expensive  New key management 

protocols. is required.  

hybrid filtering 

Aapproach. 

  M. He, C. 

Huang, C. 

Xiao and Y. 

Wen [13] 

2014 Digital video stabilization based on hybrid 

filtering. 

Low communication 

overhead.  

Privacy assurance 

less integration with 
other security  

mechanisms   

The algorithm 

based on SIFT 

feature matching 

and Kalman 

filter. 

  A. Rezaei, 

M. 

Vafadoost, 

S. Rezaei 

and A. 

Daliri, [14] 

2008 3D Pose Estimation via Elliptical Fourier 

Descriptors for Deformable Hand 

Representations. 

Efficient  time  and  space  

Constraints. 

Maintenance required. 

3D Pose 

Estimation via 

Elliptical 

Fourier 

Descriptors 

M.Vafadoos

t, S. Rezaei 

and A. 

Daliri, "[15] 

2008 3D Pose Estimation via Elliptical Fourier 

Descriptors for Deformable Hand 

Representations. 

Better performance as 

compared to others. 

The maintenance of 

systems are to be 

required. 

SLAM. methods   G. Zhang 

and P. A. 

Vela, [16] 

2015 Good features to track for visual SLAM.  High delivery rate  

 

less  

maintenance . 

 

Extended firefly 

algorithm for 

multimodal 

optimization 

 A. Hackl, 

C. Magele 

andW.Renh

art, [17] 

2016 Extended firefly algorithm for multimodal 

optimization. 

Longer battery lifetime  

Limited storage capacity 

Poor scalability in large 

networks  

Less support tunable  


